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Anniversary of Death of
French Poet, V. Hugo
FACULTY PERFORM
With a brief talk on Hugo's long
life and prolific work, and a com-
parison of this celebration of the fif-
tieth anniversary of the author's
death to the more imposing centen-
ary celebrations of other departments,
Professor Rene E. de Messieres opened
the program for the Victor Hugo fes-
tival in Billings hall, Monday even-
ing, October 8.
Following this introduction, Mile
Pernot's verse-speaking choir recited
Les Djinns. This poem, whose first
stanza is composed of two syllable
lines, increases in syllables and power
with each succeeding stanza, mounts
to a tremendous climax, and then
fades back again to the original mon-
ometer. The concerted voices of the
white-clad choir rose and fell, giving
infinite shading and understanding to
the highly onomatopoetic lines.
Professor de Messieres followed with
a reading of A Villequier, a poem
written after the death of Hugo's
much beloved daughter in which is
expressed all his anguish, bitterness,
and attempted resignation. Professor de
Messieres' rendering of the poem ex-
pressed all the pent-up emotion con-
tained in the lines. This was followed
by another, L'Expiation, written in
praise of Napoleon I, to express, in
contrast, Hugo's overwhelming hate of
Napoleon IH. Professor de Messieres,
by his powerful interpretation, made
his audience feel the heat of the bat-
tle, the overwhelming inexorability of
fate, and the tragedy of Napoleon's
own conscience as depicted in the
poem.
A variation followed—three charm-
ing lyrics by Hugo were sung by Mile
Ruet: Nouvelle chanson sur un vieil
air, Albayde, and Mes vers furiaient.
Professor de Messieres next read a
poem that is considered one of Hugo's
masterpieces, La Rose de I'Infante.
This subject, seemingly a strange one
for such powerful and virile treat-
ment, evokes with its description of
'^rittinued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Angell Warns U. S.
Not To Delay League
"All of us want defense as an
ultimate objective," declared Sir Nor-
man Angell in a speech before the
Foreign Policy association, last Sat-
urday. Coupling polished eloquence
with sheer logic, the little Britisher
went on to point out the two meth-
ods of defending vital interests.
The old way, the way Italy and
Ethiopia are taking, is the law ap-
plied by the litigant. Both nations
are insisting on their right to decide
the dispute while denying that right
to the other party to the dispute.
That, said Sir Norman, is political
and moral anarchy. The other
method is to submit the dispute to
the other Powers for a collective
decision.
Sir Norman denied that the League
of Nations is an instrument to
preserve the status quo. It only
guarantees that it shall not be
changed by war. "We must have
peace if we are ever to have a fair
status quo," he insisted. The status
quo, he pointed out, is being changed
at every minute by peaceful methods.
He reminded us that Canada did not
{Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
WELLESLEY WILL SING
WITH M. I. T. CLUB
The Wellesley choir and the M. I.
T. glee club will combine their forces
in a concert presentation on Sunday,
November 24, at 3:30 p. m. Walker
Memorial at M. I. T. will be the
scene of this event with the Wel-
lesley girls, 88 in all, slightly out-
numbering the 60 Tech representa-
tives.
Included on the program will be
a Bach Chorale and two Christmas
carols, sung by a mixed chorus, some
selections from the November vespers
program and two more carols by the
Wellesley choir and several numbers
by the M. I. T. glee club. Eleanor
W. Sanford '36 and Miss Barbara G.
Trask '32 are the accompanists. In
addition to the vocal renditions, the
well known Boston pianist, Felix Fox,
will offer a selection of piano solos.
Tea will be served to the members
of both choral groups and the audi-




Advises Speciol Graduate Work and
Emotional Stability for Those
Interested in Charity
Assistant general director of the
New York City Charity Organization
society, and she doesn't seem to feel
the burden of such an imposing title
at all! That was our first impression
of Clare M. Tousley as she came out
of her office to greet us—that, and
the youth and understanding in her
face.
"I'm glad so many of you college
girls are interested in social service,"
she began. "With the extension of
pubMc relief, social workers have been,
and still are. in demand. The profes-
sion is growing, expanding, dividing
into the agencies that give mostly
material aid, and those which try to
help people solve their problems of
adjustment to environment and to
other people,"
"How will a girl know whether she's
fitted for a social work or not?"
Miss Tousley leaned forward in her
chair and put both elbows firmly on
the desk. "She can tell best by analys-
ing her own personality. She has to be
really interested in people, and like
them, and care what happens to them.
She must be emotionally mature,
grown up enough so she won't go
home and dream about the cases
with which she has come into con-
tact during the day. If she is im-
mature, she isn't ready for the work.
People who have successfully met
difficulties in their own lives—by suc-
cessfully I don't always mean tri-
umphantly—but those who have
learned to accept defeat and take it
in their stride and make it a con-
structive experience, those people can
understand what defeat does, and
help persons who are meeting it
every day.
"The third requirement. I should
say, is an analytical mind, the kind
of intelligence that goes in for real-
ism and faces facts as they are.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 4)
Wellesley Students Cast Vote
In National Scientific Ballot
PENDLETON HALL OPENS
WITH SCIENTIFIC TEA
Pendleton hall celebrated a gala
opening on Sunday, November 17.
While rain and sleet were pouring
down outside, the three departments,
chemistry, physics, and psychology,
were pouring tea inside for members
of the faculty and the administration.
The chemistry department's method
of serving was illustrative of how
completely absorbed a chemist may
become in his subject. Cookies were
served on huge watch glasses. Water
was boiled in glass flasks over Bun-
sen flames. A composition of tannic
acid (tea to you) was made by pour-
ing the water through filter paper
into beakers which served as cups.
Even glass tubes found a use as
straws.
Whether the physics department
went so completely scientific we do
not know. After the chemistry de-
partment's ingenious demonstration,
we were afraid to visit the physics
department tea for fear we should
be served fried electrons on electro-
magnets.
Actress, Presenting Unique View,
Stresses Use of College Dramatics
"Frightened." was Miss May Sart-
on's quick response when asked
about how she felt addressing the
active members of Barnswallows at
tea. November 14 at T. Z. E. But
her genial informality and her desire
to come into direct contact with what
she smilingly called "her potential
audience", belied her word.
Miss Sarton, who has recently
starred in Gallery Gods and is now
playing in Dr. Knock, has very de-
finite opinions about the stage which
she did not hesitate to express. From
her experience in the Associated
Actors theater and her earlier ex-
perience as a student under Eva Le
Gallienne, Miss Sarton has come to
believe implicitly in the importance
of the little theatre movement. "The
future of the theatre is in groups,
for it is group theatres that have
the best opportunity of getting in-
teresting plays.
"Stars must necessarily seek fat
parts. Even Cornell cannot con-
sider a play in which there is not a
good part for her. . . and the play
must be good. The failure of her
Lucrece was due to the selection of
a poor play."
The era of stars is over, Miss Sart-
on believes. The future of the drama
depends on good plays, and this is
where the smaller group theatres
have the advantage. "The great
thing is to get people to write." con-
tinued the actress. "There are so
many things that ought to be said."
Miss Sarton strongly upholds the
importance of college dramatics, for
she considers it one of the finest op-
portunities for mere experiment with
plays. The last thing for any stu-
dent to do, according to Miss Sar-
ton, is to try and put on sophisti-
cated comedy. She objects strongly
to Barrie and Coward for college
work.
A novel and unique point of view
was presented by Miss Sarton when
she declared that she thought it a
great pity that actors today have
become socially accepted. It is much
better for the glamour and illusion
of the theatre to have the acting
profession set aside from all others,
in order to maintain the magic of
the theatre.
Questioned by a puzzled member of
Barn concerning the wear and tear
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
MISS MATTHISON READS
PASSAGES FROM BIBLE
Mrs. Charles Rann Kennedy, known
to the stage as Edith Wynne Matthison,
will be guest of the Biblical history
department Sunday evening. Novem-
ber 24, at 7:45 p. m. when she will
give readings in Alumnae hall. The
program is in celebration of the 400th
anniversary of the first Bible printed
in English.
Edith Matthison is a scholarly in-
terpreter of Greek literature. She
comes to Wellesley from the Bennett
school in Millbrook where she has
taken part in numerous Greek plays.
On the stage she played with Sir
Henry Irving and other famous actors.
She has taken the part of Everyman
in the play of that name.
Miss Matthison will read selections
from the New and Old Testaments.
On previous visits to Wellesley she
has spoken before the speech de-
partment.
In 1535 Miles Coverdale printed his
first English translation of the Bible
by authority of King Henry Vin.
Less than ten years before, Tyndale,
who had made the first translation,
was burned at the stake for putting
the Hebrew Old Testament and the
Greek New Testament into English.
The Bible department is celebrating
the anniversary of the Coverdale edi-
tion.
During the evening there will be
an intermission of Bach music.
HOLYOKE WILL BUILD
NEW SWIMMING POOL
Mount Holyoke and Wellesley have
a great deal in common: they're both
working for a swimming pool. Mount
Holyoke, on the strength of previous
successes, expects to realize this am-
bition by its centennial year, which
is 1937.
Mount Holyoke has become "swim-
ming-pool conscious" this fall, and
the whole college is cooperating to
swell the fund that at present totals
$6,360.25. The Student Fund com-
mittee has added new members, and
is devoting most of its energy to
the project; revenue from the sale of
maps of the college and pictures of
Miss Woolley. the entrance fee to
watch dances, the sale of cigarettes
and candy and Christmas cards swells
the fund. A big Christmas bazaar and
bridge tournament will contribute their
entire earnings to the cause. The
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
Columbia Professor Works Out
Method to Gauge Temper
of Current Opinion
FIRST VOTE ON PRESIDENT
Wellesley students have the privi-
lege of expressing their opinion in
a nation-wide poll, which is not a
straw vote but a scientific poll cov-
ering a carefully selected cross-sec-
tion of the country. The matter in
question this week concerns the
Presidential candidate for 1936, and
ballots are printed in this issue of
the News on page 8.
Clip your ballot, fill it out, and
put it in the envelope on the bulle-
tin board in front of room 136, Green
hall, by 4:30 p. m., Monday, Novem-
ber 25. College results may be found
in the News for November 27, and
nation-wide results will be printed in
the New York Herald Tribune for
December 1. Wellesley students will
have this privilege every other week.
"A comparison of the local senti-
ment at Wellesley to the national
sentiment would be a highly inter-
esting thing," says Mr. J. A. Barnett,
a representative of the Herald
Tribune.
These polls are sponsored by the
American Institute of Public Opinion
and are run by Dr. George Gallup,
research scientist, who is known in
American journalism as the man who
first devised a scientific method for
measuring "reader interest". He is
now a visiting professor at Columbia
university, and director of research of
a business concern.
Every week ballots are distributed
to each state in the United States in
proportion to the population, a new
but comparable cross-section being
made for every poll. The American
Institute of Public Opinion has spent
two years in studying the political
and economic history of every coun-
ty in the United States, in order to
make this accurate survey possible.
Each week the nation receives from
100,000 to 200,000 ballots.
The difference, as determined sta-
tistically, between answers to these
(Continued on page 7. col. 3)
DON'T FORGET TO
DEPOSIT YOUR BALLOT
FOR THE NATIONAL POLL




In Notebooks Of Wellesley Students
The cryptic leaf messages of the
Delphic oracle, and even the eso-
teric writings of the ancient prophets
cannot equal in incomprehensibility
the class notes of many Wellesley
seniors. That is, they are a mystery
to all except the writer. (Even that
poor soul herself, however, is often
baffled, some girls informed us.) In
keeping with the modern trends of
speed, compression and specialization,
our note-takers find abbreviations
necessary.
In addition to many such usual
abbreviations as mgr., govt., and Xty,
we find a number of specialties.
There is the Business Mind, who in-
serts @ for at. and % to signify a
part of a whole, and who even bursts
into shorthand occasionally. This
usually accompanies another phenom-
enon which we shall call the Mathe-
matical Mind. The pages which this
type inscribes are fairly peppered
with the equal signs, little dots, paral-
lel lines, circles and angles which
made the little old geometry book
a nightmare for some of us less for-
tunate ones.
Equally cryptic to the average lay-
man are the inspired transpositions
into other tongues, usually by those
under the pernicious influence of the
classics. Personally, we should pre-
fer deciphering the hieroglyphics of
the Book of the Dead to that ghost-
ly procession of ib.'s, de's, re's, pro's,
vis's, cir.'s, and nota bene's.
The strictly modern opposes this
type of abbreviation, with its nite, tho
and cof. How startlingly do long
healthy old-fashioned words dwindle
into a trim brief bit of modernity
(re evolution of the pantalette to
step-in)
.
There is the small but enthusiastic
band of Consonantists, who also
shorten. Under their rude hands, a
mouthy word like iconoclastic be-
comes cnclstc. Completely shorn of
their vowels, the words stand in de-
fenceless hodge-podgeiy.
An interesting offshoot of the ab-
brvtn (how susceptible we are!) habit
is that of picture-making. Like runes
and cuneiform, the scribbling in tho
margins of addicts to this habit form
strange configurations. Stick figures
are used by certain of our artistic
souls to indicate mood.
Most to be pitied, however, are the




Monsieur Raoul Blanchard's illus-
trated lecture will be all the more
vivid because he shows, as well as
tells, Wellesley of La vie des mon-
tagnards alpins on Monday, Decem-
ber 2, in Alumnae hall.
M. Blanchard is professor of geog-
raphy at the universities of Gren-
oble and Harvard, and has been
visiting professor at the universities
of Chicago, Columbia, California, and
at Middlebury college summer school.
In the past, he has also lectured to
the departments of geology and
French at Wellesley college. He is
corresponding member of the Acad-
£mie des Sciences Morales and Poli-
tiques, and honorary member of the
geographical societies of Rome, Berlin,
and Belgrade.
Among M. Blanchard's publications
are the following: La Flandre, etude
giographique, 1906; Grenoble, etude
de geographic urbaine, 1911; La Hou-
ille blanche en France pendant la
guerre, 1920; Les Alpes francaises,
etude economique, 1921; Les Alpes
francaises, 1924; La Corse, 1925;
L'Asie occidentale, 1929, La Partie
orientale du Canada Francais. 1935.
He is editor of the Revue de Geo-
graphic Alpine, and is a frequent
contributor to the Annates de Geo-
graphic the Geographical Review,
and la Revue de Paris.
MUSEUM SHOWS PRINTS
An exhibition of Japanese color
prints is on view in the gallery of
the Art museum, from now until
November 30. These prints are the
gift of Miss Candace C. Stimson.
EXHIBIT HUGO AUTOGRAPHS
An exhibition of Victor Hugo auto-
graphs that have been lent ' to the
French department is up on the
boards in the corridor outside rooms
226 and 227. The exhibition will be
there until next Friday night. It is
part of an exhibit of pictures and
clippings now on the board in com-
memoration of the fiftieth anniver-
ary of the death of Victor Hugo.
BARBER SHOP
of FRANK le donne
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The Personnel bureau announces
the opening of the registration of
seniors with the bureau. Each year
an increasing number of the mem-
bers of the graduating class see the
value of leaving with the bureau
some record of the courses which
they have taken in college and re-
commendations written in their be-
half by members of the faculty who
know them. Nearly ninety per cent
of the class of 1935 so registered. At
this time when an increasing number
of openings is coming to the Person-
nel bureau, it is wisdom to register!
There are two types of registration:
first, for the senior who expects to
be seeking a position for the com-
ing year or who expects to be look-
ing for such a position after a year
or two of graduate or professional
training. In both of these cases, she
should register as an active candidate.
A senior who does not plan to work
but who wishes to secure recom-
mendations of her instructors in the
event that she may later change her
plans may register as an inactive
candidate.
Inactive registrants pay no fee; if
at any time they wish to become ac-
tive they may notify the bureau, pay
the two dollars fee and become en-
titled to the services of the bureau.
Active registrants pay a registration
fee of two dollars which entitles
them to life membership in the
bureau.
Register before the Christmas vaca-
tion if possible! It is permissible to
defer the payment of the registration
fee of two dollars until later in the
year, but it is highly desirable to
return the blue card and blanks to
the bureau early in the year, prefer-
ably before the holidays. In this way
a candidate is assured of considera-
tion for any position that may arise.
Seniors should remember that only
those who are active registrants and
whose registration cards are in the
Personnel bureau, can be suggested to
employers who come to us seeking
candidates for positions.
COLLEGE TRUSTEE DIES
Miss Bertha Bailey, a trustee of
Wellesley college and president of Ab-
bot academy, died Saturday, Novem-
ber 16. She was stricken on the pre-
vious Wednesday and her illness was
diagnosed as double pneumonia. Miss
Bailey was a close friend of Miss Pen-
dleton's and had many other friends
in the college among both faculty and
students who attended Abbot.
LEAGUE MEMBER SPEAKS
ON ETHIOPIAN DISPUTE
Mr. Theodore Smith of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology spoke
on The League of Nations, at a meet-
ing of the International Relations
club, last Friday evening, in the C. A.
lounge.
Mr. Smith is well-fitted to discuss
his topic, as he is a member of the
League of Nations association, and
as such spent the summer in Geneva.
In his speech, he covered thoroughly
the action of the League of Nations
in the Italo-Ethiopian dispute. He
attempted to describe the atmosphere
at Geneva during the meetings, and
the attitude in the Council when the
Italian delegate got up and left the
chamber. Mr. Smith also discussed
the Kellogg Peace pact and its sig-
nificance in the present situation.
Originally planning to talk an hour,
he extended the time an extra half
hour, prompted by the interest his
audience evinced in the subject; after
the formal address, he held a short
period of open discussion for every-
one.
In the absence of the president,
Betty Nipps '36, Harriet Badenoch '37,




Agora Enacts Japanese Drama;
Bernice Libman Speaks on
Euripides at A. K. X.
MR. MOTTER ALSO SPEAKS
The Wellesley societies celebrated
their annual fall program meetings
in their houses Saturday evening,
November 16.
At Agora the program was in two
parts: the dramatization in panto-
mime of a Japanese folk story, and in
contrast to it, the first act of a
modern Japanese comedy. Ruth Col-
lins '37 read and directed the folk
story, while Elizabeth Gregg '37, and
Constance Pike '36, acted the parts.
Alice-Ann Kessler '37, Harriet Olzen-
dam '36, Lucretia Pearson '37, and
Barbara Rodman '36 took part in
the comedy, with Ottilie Stoehr '36
in charge. Roby Leighton '36 was
in charge of the program.
Bernice Libman '36 addressed A. K.
X. on the background of Euripi-
des, with emphasis on Iphigenia in
Taurus and Iphigenia in Aulis. The
society will give the latter play this
year.
Phi Sigma heard Jane Lundahl '36
read T. S. Eliot's Murder in the
Cathedral, and discussed it after-
ward.
T. Z. E.'s program consisted of
pantomimes of four portraits, and
several musical selections. The por-
traits were Felix, by El Greco; El
Jaleo, by Sargent; The Cardplayers,
by Caraggio, and A Portrait of Cor-
nelia Warren from Wellesley's Farns-
worth museum. The musical portion
of the program consisted of a Bach
sonata played by a trio, made up of
a flute, a violin, and a piano, and
a rhapsody by Sibelius—a piano solo.
A group of members sang several
madrigals. Anita Wilson '36 was in
charge of the, pictures, and Jane
Burgess '36 took charge of the music.
Mr. T. H. Vail Motter. of the Eng-
lish literature department, spoke to
Shakespeare society on The Winter's
Tale, which they will give at their
semi-open meeting in April. After
the talk, the members saw the last
scene given upstairs. The cast was
as follows:
Ellen Pugh '36 King Leontes
Marian Chapman '36
. Hermione
Marion Willard '36 Paulina
Jane Dahl '37 Perdita
Caroline Wilson '36 Camillo
Marian Taylor '37 Polixenes
Hope Buckner '37 Florizel
At Z. A., the members were enter-
tained by the presentation of Sir
James Barrie's Twelve Pound Look.
The girls who took part were:
Ruth Grant '37 Sir Harry Sims
Priscilla Metcalf '36 Lady Sims
Elinor Jaminet '37 ... Kate
Carol Kulp '36 . The Maid
DANCING
IN TOWER AND ALUMNAE
AFTER THE BARN PLAY
SATURDAY DEC. 7
GET YOUR DATES NOW
COLLEGE CRIER
ATTENTION VICTORIANS nniong com-
muters nnd fnculty. If anyone hns
Victorian furniture in their domi-
ciles, nnd would be willing to lend
it for the Barn Formals play, will
they please communicate with Anne
-'
• i - -
.
103 Munger.
BETTY—Give my love to the family.
E.
CHEW luscious caramels and be happy.
Sold by Virginia Trask, 115 Munger.
DOES nnyone have a Beard, American
Government, 7th edition, to sell to
mo? Catherine Lilley, Dim .
FOB SALE—An Italian Dictionary in
good condition. Very reasonable.
Mary Chandler.
FOR SALE—Inciuire at News office.
Boston Symphony concert tickets for
Friday afternoon, December 20 and 21.
FOR SALE-^Inquirc nt News office, Bos-
lnii Symphony concert tickets for Sat-
urday evening, December 21 and 28.
HOPE FOR SPACE in car going to New
York or points south, for one five-
foot, two-inch, smnll-boned person,
who could leave any time after 2:30
Fridny. November 29, nnd return
the following Sunday or Monday.
Ultimate destination is the Army-
Nnvy game. Anyone going in that
direction plen.se notify W. V. F. in
care of News office.
LOOK in your golf bags for n stray
black-headed braasie and claim your
reward by returning it to the News
office.
STRAYED. LOST. OR STOLEN— Ora
Blo.-som. sporting •'• new basket
She's the only orange and black bike
now attending Wellesley, nnd wa-s
waylaid after a 1 :40 gym class on
Friday last, Pease inform the New
editors of her whereabouts, if known.
WILL the person to whom I lent ihe
Poems of T. S. Eliot in a moment
of generous impulse kindly return ii
to me nt once.
Sylvia Bieber, Davis
Italo - Ethiopian Survey
The Campaign
According to first dispatches, an
Italian air-corps killed 2,000 Ethio-
pians and scattered a force of some
15,000 concentrated near Makale in
the north. This battle is described
as the most serious air encounter
since the World war. Emperor Haile
Selassie has left for the front, but
his whereabouts is kept secret to
protect him against attack by the
Italians.
Another important cnange that
has taken place in the field in the
past week is the substitution of
General Bagdoglio for General de
Bono as head of Italian forces in
Ethiopia. Athough the Italian gov-
ernment has indicated no dissatis-
faction with the retiring general and
is honoring him, it is generally felt
that a change of tactics will take
place under General Bagdoglio. A
lightning campaign is expected to re-
place the slow, sure advance and
consolidation tactics of General de
Bono.
Although the Italians last week
claimed a victory at Gorahai, con-
flicting reports make it difficult to
know who really holds the town.
Ethiopians have claimed several vic-
tories lately and say that Gorahai,
Sasa Beneh, and Daggah Bur are
still firmly in their hands.
Sanctions Take Effect
As sanctions went into effect,
Monday, November 18, Italians drank
to the success of their country and
exhibited a festive mood. Italy last
week, however, sent warnings to all
League members enforcing sanctions
which promised retaliation in the fu-
ture. Only eight nations have re-
fused to apply sanctions, most impor-
tant of which are the United States,
Germany, Austria, and Hungary.
These four supplied 34 percent of
Italian imports and absorbed 28 per-
cent of Italian exports in the first
six months of this year, so the loop-
hole is obviously a big one.
The United States
Secretary of State Hull again is-
sued a sharp warning to American
exporters of war materials. Presi-
dent Green of the American Federa-
tion of Labor backed the administra-
tion in the attempt to stop such ex-
ports to Italy, and hinted that if in-
dustry did not heed the President,
drastic steps might be taken later.
Pointing cut the dangers to which
seamen might be subjected, President
Green declared that "seamen should
do all they can to discourage the
shipment of goods to Italy."
NEWS APPEARS IN TIMES
The New York Times publishes news
of the leading eastern colleges and
universities in the second section of
the Sunday edition. News from Wel-
lesley college, written by press board,




"Wellesley's motto non ministrari sed
ministrare is the best motto for a suc-
cessful lawyer." said Miss Ruth M.
Miner '16 to a group of prospective
attorneys at Z. A. last Monday, Nov-
ember 18. "The legal profession has
the largest ministry of all professions;
in it is the greatest challenge to the
women of America and in it is to be
found the opportunity to perpetuate
the highest morals of mankind."
Miss Miner, a Wellesley graduate of
Ihe War days, spoke from her own ex-
perience. After she received her bach-
elor's degree she went to Union uni-
versity for her legal training; in 1920
she received her degree of bachelor
of laws. At present she is practising
in Albany, New York.
"In choosing a pre-law curriculum
there is no definite course to follow,"
she explained. "Subjects which af-
ford a wide background in the study
of human beings and an opportunity
for analysis are the most satisfactory.
I recommend training in history, lit-
erature, philosophy, and psychology."
Miss Miner stressed the fact that
the practise of law is mainly the an-
alysis of cases and urged that the col-
lege course include some wherein is
demanded the solution of original
problems. She told about the two
parts of the bar examination, sub-
stance and procedure. The first part
concerns substance of actual case
history and theory of law; the second
part deals with practical analysis of
various cases.
"Because of the bar examinations
in the individual states it is wise to
choose a law school in the state where
you intend to practise," advised Miss
Miner. "Most states require a license
before admitting anyone to the bar.
To obtain this license you must pass
an examination. Therefore go to that
school which averages the highest
percentage of passing grades in the
state board examinations."
In concluding her lecture Miss
Miner stressed the importance of
strict conscientiousness and an unlim-
ited capacity for work in retaining a
job once obtained. "In addition to
these," she said, "a good lawyer must
have a sense of humor, courage, and
good health."








Billings hall resounded with spirited
negro voices last Friday. November 15,
when the Hampton quartet gave a
program of negro songs. The quartet
has made an annual appearance at
Wellesley ever since 1887.
The organ-like quality of their voices
and the smooth blending of their exe-
cution made the concert an outstand-
ing musical experience. The program
was composed almost entirely of spir-
ituals. Juba was the most unusual
number given.
The remainder of their program
included: Rise and Shine, I Would
Like to Read, All Over God's Heaven,
Zion We Belong, All the Old Sheep
Know the Road, My Soul is a Wit-
ness for My Lord, Ezekiel Saw ihe
Wheel, Have You Got Good Religion.









IBSEN'S "A DOLL'S HOUSE"







• Technical Training for
College Men and Women.
• Mid-Term Registration.





= PHII ADFIPHIA = =
To Encourage Thankfulness
For your Thanksgiving hoatew, for
Dnd and Mother, for any friend— «r
recommend the gift of a book.
I. it us wrnp your gift in gay paper
to make the giving a festive occasion.
HATHAWAY HOUSE
BOOKSHOP
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
ONE Wellesley professor evidently
does not care much for our na-
tional anthem. After making many
derogatory remarks about it in class,
he ended up by saying: "The only
good thing about the Star-spangled
Banner is that Rudy \allee can't
croon it"
« • •
PERRY overheard this brilliant bit
of conversation in one of the quad
rooms yesterday.
1st Girl: "But the groom shouldn't
see the bride on the wed-
ding day until the actual
ceremony.
2nd Girl: "My goodness, the wedding
was at eight in the evening.
I don't see why they would
have to be isolated until
then. I'm sure I wouldn't
stand for it."
3rd Girl: "Shucks, I'd put the wed-
ding at 4 p.m. or, even
better, at noon.
4th Girl (tired of it all) : "Why don't
you solve it by marrying
him the day before?"
o * «
A poor innocent freshman friend ofPerry's planned to come back to
college in the 2:30 taxi, last Friday
evening. She knew that she had to
go the Pioneer to get the taxi, so
her escort took her there about two
o'clock and left her. For a moment
she stood on the pavement, then
saw a Checker cab waiting at the
curb, got in, and waited for it to
move on.
* * *
PERRY overheard another slur cast
on the social life of the Wellesley
woman, although he admits that it
may not have been intentional. A
professor was telling his class that
he wanted them to go to a Foreign
Policy luncheon that was to be held
in the ballroom of the Copley. "In
case you don't know where it is," he
said in a reassuring tone, 'just ask
anyone you see."
PERRY enjoys dramatic contrast
and thinks you will like this ex-
ample which he recently found. One
of his sophomore friends had a very
important date scheduled for a Fri-
day night and an equally important
Bible assignment for the following
day. She had to have her hair
waved, so off she went, carrying a
Bible under one arm, to Charles of
the Ritz. In the midst of her sham-
poo she suddenly remembered that
she had forgotten to bring the as-
signment. Surprised patrons of the
stylish establishment watched a
young woman with dripping hair
shriek over a telephone: "Yes
—
Samuel—but which Samuel -and tell
me the verses all over again,"
• • •
A sociology class was amazed tohear one of its members declare
very definitely that the birth rate of
the United States is practically
nothing at all.
• • *
THERE are reactions and reactions,
but the following is a very in-
dividual one. A dear and quite sane
friend of Perry's happened to pull
the screen of her window down
on her finger. She looked very sur-
prised, regarding the finger carefully
and plaintively said: "It's numb."
Then suddenly with an anguished
look she turned and limped out of the
room.
« • •
DERRY personally never had any
^trouble saying "Greenland's icy
mountains." Now he has to think
carefully before he uses those words.
And it's all because a faculty member
confessed to him that he always has
to restrain himself from saying "Ice-
land's greasy mountains."
• • •
•"THE bell rang as usual at the close
*• 31 a 10:40 class which Perry was
attending the other day. But the
professor, who was in the midst of an
ardent lecture on sophism, evidently
could not believe that it was really
H:40. He looked askance at his big
gold watch and suddenly exclaimed
in disgusted tones: "The Sophist! It
thinks it has a right to its own time."
>» • «
THOUGH Perry has noticed that
* man does not always seem the
highest kind of animal, he was rather
surprised to learn that the lowness
of the human race was a known
scientific fact. He overheard a zool-
ogy teacher telling her class that
"man has ectoderm extending down
inside him, as do all worms."
• • •
U\Y/HY is tneft a safe insurance?"W asked the economics teacher.
"Because it is so commonly prac-
tised," answered the bright junior.
• • •
PERRY is truly proud of the Wel-
lesley girl's common sense. The
other night he went to the rodeo.
Just at the crucial moment when the
bull turned toward the man, he heard
a commotion above him. Turning
around he saw a Wellesley girl lean-
ing excitedly forward in her seat and
yelling, "Run! man, run!"
* • •
RUMORS were abroad that Friday
night a certain astronomy student
would stay up all night to watch
meteors. Unfortunately, the sky was
cloudy. Nevertheless, her friends de-
cided to help her stay awake. They
set alarm clocks for 2:30, 3:00, 3:30,
and 4:00, and secreted them in the
girl's room. Another case of joke on
the joker. Perry observed, for, though
the alarms went off according to
schedule, the girl slept through them
all.
* o •
WITH all this talk of midnight
fire drills, Perry is beginning to
expect one, too. Last week, a bright
young sophomore was awakened by
a rhythmic ringing in her ears. After
vainly trying to rouse her room-mate,
she appeared in the hall, coated and
with her precious possession under
her arm, only to find it was a pass-
ing train.
PERRY realizes that Christmas is
only a few weeks away, but he
does consider a trifle previous the
Munger senior who, upon awakening
and seeing the snow-covered ground,
began to carol Hark! The Herald
A7igels Sing.
• • •
THE theatre was dark, the picture
dull, and Perry was just about
to doze off when the familiar ring
of an alarm clock brought him to
his feet. Investigation revealed some
Wellesley freshmen who, determined
to be home at 10 p.m., are in the
habit of taking an alarm clock to the
movies with them. Unfortunately, the
clock proved temperamental, and the
other patrons had to watch as they
carried the time-piece, ringing lustily,
down the aisle.
• • •
ONE of Perry's faculty friends ap-
proached a junior who is in one
of her classes. "Miss Blank," she
said, "your name sounds very famil-
iar. Did your mother attend Welles-
ley by any chance?" The junior
looked very much surprised and won-
dered just what the connection be-
tween the two remarks was.
• * *
OVERHEARD at the concert given
by the Hampton quartet last
Friday: "Did you ever see anyone
so consistently the same color as
that bass?"
• • *
DESPITE the fact that ski suits
have been appearing with in-
creasing frequency as a result of the
recent storm, Perry notices that the
Tower court roses still boast 30
petals. Perry shrinks from the con-
clusion that Wellesley girls can't
take it and the roses can!
Thursdoy Teas
On Thursday, November 21, the
speaker at the C. A. tea will be
Marion Roe-Cloud '38. Her subject
will be Customs and ideas of The
American Indians. Since sh? is her-
self an Indian princess, she is well
fitted to speak on this topic. And
she will make it all the more vivid
by wearing an Indian costume. As
usual, tea will be served in the C.
A. lounge from 4 p. m. on, and Marion
Roe-Cloud will begin to speak at
four-thirty.
There will be no C. A. tea on
Thanksgiving day.
A Useful Outlet
If you are looking for a way to
be helpful, or just to do away with
what you don't like, the Morgan
memorial is ready to help you and
itself. They will be veiy grateful to
anyone who wishes to place a can
of vegetables in the basket provided
in the Information bureau before
Monday, November 25.
These cans will be distributed to
poor families in the neighborhood of
Boston on Thanksgiving day.
Carol Books
Did you know that Wellesley had
its own carol book? It is an attrac-
tive little paper volume with bright
red covers, and contains 17 tradi-
tional Christmas carols which have
been arranged or translated by mem-
bers of Wellesley college. The cost
of these is but 50 cents and you
can buy them from your C. A. house
representatives, at the C. A. office,
and at the information bureau.
FOE THE BENEFIT OF
CALENDAR-CHECKERS
6 days until Thanksgiving.
33 days until Christmas.
39 days until New Year's.
66 days until Mid-years.
88 days until Senior Prom.
126 days until Junior Prom.
134 days until Tree Day.
At Miss Stevenson's Shop
32 Central Street
Artistic bits suitable for gifts
Antique — New — Modern
DWIGHT R. CLEMENT, D.M.D.
COPELAND MERRILL, D.M.D.
DENTISTS
Wellesley Square Phone 1900
Perry the Pressman
PUNNING seems to be getting out
of Perry's hands. A psych pro-
fessor the other day was telling her
class about goal ideas. To illustrate
her point she said, "For instance, if
you wanted very much to go to the
Harvard-Yale game next week, that
would be your goal idea."
» • •
SPEAKING of illustrations, Perry
heard a good one in a speech
class recently. A student wishing to
explain her talk more graphically
asked if she could draw a diaphragm
on the board.
PERRY feels sorry for the girl who
met her German professor after
cutting class and was so chagrined
that she said, "Guten Morgen. Mad-
emoiselle."
• • »
IN speaking of the
comparatively
recent change in the size of the
dollar bill, a certain ec. professor
said, "It is surprising how quickly
we get used to a little money."
• * •
A loose drain pipe occasioned greatexcitement in one of the dormi-
tories the other night. In some
cases, it was merely because sleep
was disturbed, but three cases of
hysterics were reported. A medal of
some sort should be presented, how-
ever, to the member of the faculty
who. remembering the recent earth-
quake, appeared dressed to flee from
the building, under the impression that
it was collapsing.
• • •
EVERY so often the phone rings
in the News office and a digni-
fied voice at the other end states:
"College fruit calling!"
• • •
A member of the comp. departmentasked her class for the subjects
they had chosen for their source
themes. One freshman said that she
was going to write about the under-
ground railway. "Oh yes," said teach-





{Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
Mount Holyoke News has put out a
special "swimming-pool supplement."
Like Wellesley, Mount Holyoke hopes
to build an entire new gym for the
swimming-pool. The pool will be 75
feet long and 40 feet wide, "with high
arched ceiling, large windows to admit
sunlight, and galleries to enable spec-
tators to enjoy the beauty of form-
swimming and diving."
In addition to building the pool,
they plan to extend the winter exer-
cise facilities of the gymnasium with
two basketball courts, a dance stu-
dio, squash courts, bowling alleys,
a golf cage, an indoor archery range,
lockers and shower rooms, and a so-
cial room with fireplace, pingpong
tables, bridge tables, and lounging
chairs.
Mount Holyoke's present pool is
outdoors, and if their description of
it can be taken as given, it is much
worse than Lake Waban for swimming
even in warm weather.
Vassar is more fortunate than
Mount Holyoke and Wellesley; their
pool is no dream, but a reality. With
the marked interest shown by every-
one, however, we shall both have our
pools before many years.
Christmas Bazaar
Announcements are now being re-
ceived of the annual Wellesley Col-
lege Christmas bazaar which will
take place this year on Thursday,
December 12, in the ball-room of
Alumnae hall. As usual the exhibi-
tors will be both students and out-
side welfare agencies. Don't miss
this opportunity to buy "at home."
There will be many attractive
Christmas gifts on sale, and several
tables of Christmas cards. Follow-
ing last year's custom, the bazaar
will be featured by an exhibit of
the dolls which are now being dressed
by students and faculty members.
From 4 to 5:30, tea will be served
at one end of the ball-room, and,
durjng this time, there will be a
series of short entertainment acts:







(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
on the actress of acting in the same
part night after night, Miss Sarton
replied that a good actress never
went stale in a part because the
theatre was so different at every per-
formance. Audience, play, and actors
change quantitatively at every pre-
sentation, and the atmosphere is
never the same. This, too. contributes
to the magic of the theatre.
Miss Sarton concluded the interview
by saying encouragingly that students
who are seriously considering drama-
tic work can get jobs as app' en-
tices anywhere, provided that they ure
willing to work: and she has found,
further, that colleges produce intelli-
gent audiences before whom it is
delightful to play.
Memo Pads
C. A. is out to provide a memory
for forgetful students. Before De-
cember 1, their new memorandum
pads will go on sale to help those
afflicted with a loss of memory, re-
member just when Christmas vaca-
tion arrives. In addition to marking
vacations (and exams) in special
colors, these pads, whose cost is 40
cents apiece, contain four lines for
each day, a picture of the Tower
on each page, and printed reminders
of important all-college events such
as Tree Day, proms, concerts, and
Barn plays on the correct days.
These pads run through June 15.
If they prove a success C. A. intends
to have another series printed during
the summer running from Septem-
ber 1936 through June 1937.
EVENING HANKS of rainbow
net squares with dark colored
linen centers. New, different
and 50c.
Craft Work For Christmas
An excellent opportunity is offered
by "Fellowcrafters" in Boston, for
students who wish to earn money to-
ward their college expenses by mak-
ing articles for sale. "Fellowcrafters"
will sell materials and tools for any
type of craft and will give sugges-
tions and help. Articles which may
be made with very little expense for
tools are belts of leather, bracelets
and other costume jewelry, gloves,
moccasins, woolen articles, and ar-
ticles made from copper, brass, and
other metals. Christmas cards made
with block prints are attractive.
Further information may be se-
cured at the Personnel bureau.
*g{JC
BUTTERFLY CLIPS to wear on
your shoulder in sparkly rhine-
stone, $2. Dragon flies in
silver and gold, $1.
IN BETWEEN BAGS are small-
er and are carried at tea time.
Heavy black plush with rhine-
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LET'S MAKE A SHOWING!
DISASTROUS NEUTRALITY
The invitation extended to Welles-
ley to join the National Weekly poll
now being conducted by the Amer-
ican Institute of Public Opinion is an
opportunity for readers of the News
to crystallize their ideas on national
problems and to compare them with
the sentiment of the nation.
The fact that Wellesley's participa-
tion has been invited is in itself an
indication that Wellesley's point of
view is considered valuable. Whether
or not she will continue to be in-
cluded in the questionnaire, however,
depends on the amount of interest
which students and faculty display.
If the ballots are returned by a
small fraction of the campus popula-
tion, as has too often been the fate
of previous questionnaires, obviously
the results will show the opinion of
a cross section, not of the entire
academic circle, as is its purpose, but
of a small group taking political
science courses. Should such prove
the case, neither Wellesley nor the
institute will benefit, and the college
will be dropped from the list of par-
ticipators.
Such a step would be an admission
of complete lack of interest on the
part of the student body.
We are not asking you to sacrifice
a large portion of precious time. Five
minutes to read the ballot and con-
sider your answer; one more to fill
in the blanks; another to walk by the
bulletin board outside the News office
and deposit your ballot. The first
two processes could easily be com-
pleted during the after-dinner cigar-
ette period; the third could be
squeezed in with the mid-morning
brownie. And if you find that your
ideas are too hazy to be reduced to
ballot form, take time out from an
evening "bull session" to discuss them
with your friends.
Because of the necessity of mailing
the results to the New York Herald
Tribune, which publishes the returns
each week in its Sunday issue, ballots
must be in by next Monday after-
noon. So speed up your thought pro-
cesses, and make your contribution to
this survey of national opinion.
The sanctions of the League of
Nations went into effect, last Monday,
and the position of the United States
is thrown more strongly into relief as
a result. As Sir Norman Angell said
recently, "Not from ill will but from
sheer confusion of thought, the United
States may smash the whole thing."
The United States has co-operated
to a certain extent: it has declared an
embargo on shipment of arms and
munitions to Italy; it has warned
Americans that they travel on ships
of belligerents at their own risk; the
President has gone even further by
warning against shipping war materi-
als, saying emphatically that this class
of trade is directly contrary to the
policy of this government. Neverthe-
less, exports of oil, cotton, copper,
trucks, tractors, scrap iron and steel
continue to grow. Should the Leag;ue
attempt to blockade Italy to stop Up
this leak, United States ships would
undoubtedly be seized and if they re-
sisted seizure, Americans might be
killed. A hysteria would sweep this
country and the United States, des-
pite the fact that it has officially
given up the right to freedom of the
seas by withdrawing protection from
citizens travelling or trading regard-
less of government warning, would
leap to arms to protect its rights and
the lives of its citizens. Ardent patriots
continue to love "honor," though it
be a falsely conceived honor, more
than life.
Inasmuch as we have already con-
demned Italy as the aggressor by sign-
ing the Kellogg pact, we are following
a contradictory policy by enabling her
to continue aggression through our
trade. Roosevelt has done all in his
power to pledge co-operation; it is for
Congress—a Congress particularly re-
sponsive to public opinion in an elec-
tion year—to decide whether our poli-
cy is to be armed neutrality involv-
ing us in war, or co-operation with
most of the world in trying to bring
the war to an early close.
peacefully on. Wellesley is fast be-
coming a stronghold of conservatism
among the Boston colleges. So be it.
And yet, a copy of the Student Her-
ald, an undergraduate weekly, left sur-
reptitiously and timidly on our desk,
awoke in us a regret that Wellesley
students have as yet taken no inter-
est in a periodical which has been so
enthusiastically and bravely launched
by students of Harvard, M. I. T., Rad-
cliffe, and Simmons.
The editors of the Student Herald
state that The Student Herald sub-
scribes to no economic or political
credo. It is self-termed a "weekly
paper of liberal opinion." And by lib-
eral, we mean free from narrowness
and bigotry. We realize there is a
bigotry of liberalism fully as vicious
as narrow-minded conservatism.
"We welcome contributions of signed
articles from representatives of every
point of view. The personal opinion
of the editors will appear in our edit-
orial column, while the varied opinion
of our contributors will be explained
in their signed articles elsewhere in
the paper.
"In this way, by offering an oppor-
tunity in our pages to present opin-
ions of as broad a nature as possible
including articles of direct opposition
to the stand of the editors, we hope to
serve as a valuable forum of student
opinion."
It seems to us, who are always
sensitive on this particular point, that
Wellesley college is conspicuous by its
lack of interest in a paper published by
the colleges in the Boston vicinity un-
der the auspices of the Greater Boston
Student Committee for Peace and
Freedom. Personally, we do not con-
cur with all the opinions held by the
editors. Our eyes, like those of the
Boston paper editors, are offended by
the color red. Nevertheless, we admire
the liberal and vital spirit which
breathes through each four-page is-
sue, and recommend it as a stimula-
ting and valuable antidote against the
indifference and intellectual sleeping
sickness which seems to have infected
not a few Wellesley students.
ence two days later. May we put
in a plea for a little more courtesy
from faculty as well as from students?
1938
Thank You!
To the Wellesley College Neius:
We wish that we might thank per-
sonally every member of the col-
lege who has made a pledge to the
Service fund this year. We realize
that many of the pledges mean a
very real sacrifice; and we promise
that the money shall go to relieve
need among our neighbors here at
home and in foreign lands. Please
watch our bulletin board and read
News articles, to see how much good
the money is doing.
The Service Fund Committee
Stop, Read, Subscribe!
To the Wellesley College News:
The purposes and scope of the
Student Herald are described in the
editorial columns of the News. The
fate of this organ of student thought
depends on you; the Herald is your
newspaper.
You can support it in two ways.
First, by your contributions. All
articles telling of student opinions
or activities are welcome. Wellesley
must make her voice heard in the
intellectual community of which she
is a part. Secondly, subscriptions
are urgently needed. No new enter-
prise can be launched without finan-
cial backing. The Herald fills a vital
need and is worthy of your support.
The subscription rate is 25 cents for
ien issues, which will be delivered to
your dormitory.
I shall be happy to receive your ar-
ticles, inquiries, and subscriptions. A
list will also be found on the Inter-
national Relations club board, where




Adonais Rambles with No Reason
And Very Little Rhyme
Now that it has snowed
and the weather's nose-dived to
the regions down around zero
The stalwart son of Dartmouth
automatically becomes Wellesley's hero,
on account of the carnival, you know.
And maybe it's the snow
that's the main attraction at Hanover
at the midyear season
And maybe it isn't.
And maybe half of Wellesley ran over
to New Hampshire last February
for just that very reason
And maybe they didn't.
At any rate, all this weather,
my fine feather
-ed friends
Means that autumn ends.
And Wellesley's thoughts (alas!) will
turn to ski pants
and Christmas chants
and boots and slush a-much
and such.
And as winter emerges
there'll be dirges




And if you didn't gather rosebuds
in the summer
Your lives will be a great deal duller
not to mention dummer
Now that mooching slushing swushing
freezing sneezing days are with us.
Achoo!
The reaction of many
Campus people to the automobile
Cops Please accident which occurred
Note a week ago Wednesday
near the Munger en-
trance to the campus was not, "How
dreadful!", but "How surprising that
we don't have more of them!" Many
is the narrow escape we ourselves
have witnessed, notably at the foot
of Norumbega hill, where no less than
six roads intersect at dangerous
angles and where the lives of the
pedestrian and the cautious driver
are completely at the mercy of any
young Harvard lad who takes it into
his head to swerve around a corner
on two wheels. The solution to the
problem is difficult. Certainly no one
wants to see traffic lights installed;
even stop signs are unsightly. But
if ever the pedestrian should have
the right of way, it is on the Wel-
lesley campus, and the campus police-
men are certainly justified in taking
extreme steps to defend that right.
Campus Pick-up
To the Wellesley College News:
You people who enjoy a mid-
morning snack of such things as
candy, ice cream, cookies, and sand-
wiches, is it necessary for the presi-
dent and the dean of residence to
pick up your papers so carelessly
thrown away? There are receptacles
in the campus exchange room and
also in the halls nearby. Think be-
fore you drop that paper!
Wouldn't a container in the park-
ing space help? I'm sure it would




In the editorial and free press col-
umns of the News have appeared
sporadic outbursts against the intel-
lectual stagnation of Wellesley college
students. Each article has been fol-
lowed by silence so dead and chilling
that several months have elapsed be-
fore the enthusiastic have again been
able to muster up enough courage to
venture a few remarks on the subject.
We are not going to attempt to
rouse Wellesley girls from their peace-
ful slumbers. If they choose to ignore
the fact that there exists a world out-
side the college walls, let them knit
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible lor opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
Ten O'clock Scholar
To the Wellesley College News:
We should like to enter a strong
complaint against those members of
the faculty who either forget, or are
from 10 to 55 minutes late, to a con-
ference. Of course we know that
students are often discourteous in be-
ing tardy, but we wonder why mem-
bers of the faculty are more privi-
leged in behavior with regard to punc-
tuality. We are thinking now of
a girl who was asked to have a con-
ference; she arrived on time, but the
faculty member arrived an hour late.
There was no thought of an apology
—only a request for another confer-
Why a Bugbear?
To the Wellesley College News:
Let me get down to brass tacks
immediately and ask a question which
is vital to everyone in this college,
particularly to the classes of '37, '38,
and '39,—Why can't the time of the
general be changed to an earlier date?
To be more definite, why not have
the general the second Friday after
the Monday on which we get back
from spring vacation? The first week
of that two-week period would con-
sist of regular classes for the seniors.
The second week would be the regu-
lar reading period. This would make
the general take place around the
middle of April.
There are several reasons why such
a change in the time of the general
seems advisable. In the first place,
the seniors, who are leaving then-
Alma Mater in June, would be that
much freer to enjoy their last two
months at college. Say what you will
about bosh and sentimentality, what
girl who has spent four years here
wants the last days ruined by the
black shadow of the general hover-
ing over her? And that shadow has
literally made a horror of many girls'
last weeks at college. Why shouldn't
a senior be allowed to enjoy freely
her last spring at Wellesley?
In Che second place, the general,
by being placed nearer spring vaca-
tion, should bring better results, be-
cause students, knowing that the
exam would be in two weeks, would
naturally utilize their vacation time
(Continued on Page 7. Col. 1>
For Thanksgiving
Now that the winter arctic blows,
The pup is thankful that he knows
Concerning his black doggish nose
It cannot turn with cold to rose;
Which color, though it be
Gay and lively,
Lacks dignity.




We never loved thee well becoss
We had not learned to feel thy loss;
Thus cometh wisdom. "All bodies
possess
Inertia," and we confess
We find this true; and brains; es-
pecially
At three
A.m., or after three.
Personality and the Pup
Since personality's the thing
These days, the pup went confer-
encing.
And came home sad
To hear he had
No glamor; but, being stoical
By nature, and heroical
Indeed, decided he will wear
A horse-blanket, so thus that he
May have an air
Of mystery.
Three Poems Springing From
Disillusion
You stay up late while writing a
paper.
Sleep is around you like a vapor.
Yet you persist, and finish the bunk.
What thanks do you get for it all
—
you flunk.
You carefully look at the autumn sky.
Scanning it well with a weather eye.
And, because It is blue, your rubbers
disdain.
What thanks do you get for it all
it rains.
You hurry to finish your Friday
classes,
Study, eat. and remove your glasses.
Dress in a rush so he needn't wait.





OPERA HOUSE — (Held over)
George White's Scandals
PLYMOUTH—(Held over) Three
Men on a Horst
COPLEY—Katydid—So What











A Feather in Her Hat
Splendor













My Song for You
Experimental Play
Having selected one of O'Neill's
most difficult minor plays, the ex-
perimental group presented Where
The Cross is Made last Friday in
Alumnae hall, with commendable
success considering the time allowed
the cast for rehearsal.
Polly Smith, portraying the old
sea-captain's mad son, gave the best
performance of the evening. The
supporting cast seemed a little lack-
ing in force, and hence their por-
trayals were not as convincing as
they might have been with more
practice.
Edith Osterman's direction of the
play deserves applause as the general
effect was excellent. Especially well
done was the lighting, which made
the vision of the three spirits very
real indeed.
The play must have been chosen
in order to bring forward real acting
in the characters, but like all O'Neill
plays, it is somewhat abrupt and
leaves the audience just a little non-
plussed and not quite satisfied.
L. W. H. '37
was a false note almost as startling
as if she had tripped over the boards.
The troupe as a whole shows promise
and a willingness to work, both of
which should carry them far.
M. R. M. '36
A Midsummer Night's Dream
With a great deal of cynical satis-
faction we watched the notices adver-
tising A Midsummer Night's Dream
emphasize the fact that the produc-
tion was made by Max Reinhardt, and
casually mention that the play was
written by one William Shakespeare.
We took a sort of cruel pleasure in
picturing to what depths the Holly-
wood version could sink by substi-
tuting Reinhardt's talents for Shakes-
peare's genius.
The surprise, then, which awaited
us upon seeing the movie made the
whole production even more delightful.
Not professing to be a Shakespeare
scholar, we nevertheless feel that
Hollywood has managed to catch the
mood of fancy, romantic festivity, ro-
bust humor, and tolerant philosophy
which is an integral part of this early
play by Shakespeare. And that is as
it should be.
Shakespeare was an excellent show-
man, a skilled dramatist as well as a
great artist, and there is no reason
why the theatre in any day and age
cannot produce his plays satisfactor-
ily. We have lost patience with those
ecstatic ones who believe that Shake-
speare Is untouchable and a holy of
holies. If he is truly a great artist, he
can be comprehended by anyone, even
Hollywood.
Reinhardt, it seems, has managed to
steer his skilful way between two ex-
tremes. He has utilized the facilities
of the screen to the utmost in creating
the fairy-like atmosphere, yet he has
not let his own imagination run away
with him in ignoring the original in-
tention of the author. Scenes show-
ing the fairies coming down a moon-
beam (even though later we learned
from our scientific friends that the
moonbeam was nothing less tangible
than cellophane) , or dancing through
the wood, utterly captivate the mind
that is willing to exercise a sufficient
willing suspension of disbelief.
Yet the producer nas resisted the
temptation to make the film just pure
fantasy.
Details are carefully managed. The
moon, which plays such an important
role, and is actually a main motif of
the play, is given sufficient promi-
nence and visualization. Even the one
intermission which was probably a
part of the Elizabethan presentation
was not omitted.
The acting of the four main mortals
is entirely adequate. Titania was suf-
ficiently beautiful and fay-like, Oberon
was very much the fairy king. But
what surprised and delighted us was
the true humor with which the com-
edy parts were played. James Cagney
completely cast off his gangster per-
sonality to become a marvelously fun-
ny Bottom. Joe E. Brown was still
Joe E. Brown, of course, and as such
commanded the laughs.
We are sorry Shakespeare could not
have been in the audience. Surely he
would have enjoyed and approved of




Two scenes stood out in the per-
formance of Gallery Gods put on by
the Associated Actors theatre last
week in the Peabody playhouse. The
play as a whole was competently
done and very carefully presented,
but these two scenes were inspired.
A young troupe (and they are all
quite young) that can achieve such
heights has a future.
Both of the scenes were comedy
scenes, one laid in the office of a
very busy, very talkative casting
agent, and another showing a re-
hearsal on stage. The informality
with which the actors straddled the
footlights, dashed up and down the
theatre aisle, and cursed each other
out "in good round language"
was delightful to the audience. The
scene was full of fire and spontaneity,
and its verve is a tribute to the actors
and to the director, Waldemar Kappel,
who, incidentally, played the clever bit
of the theatrical agent.
The remainder of the play was, if
anything, a shade too carefully done,
and consequently dragged in several
places. Tony Weyringen, the husband,
played by Gilbert Ralston, seemed too
youthful, in spite of the make-up; and
although it was fitting enough in the
earlier scenes it detracted from the
reality of the final one.
May Sarton, in the leading role of
Elizabeth Wagner, gave conviction and
life to her playing while keeping it re-
strained and subdued. Without fire-
works, she put across the character
of an ambitious young actress quite
clearly. There was, however, one un-
fortunate spot, where, leaving her
husband to go out (most unwillingly)
with her leading man, Miss Sarton
made a dramatic exit, old style. It
Rinaldo had geranium trouble
fflOB|
ALTHOUGH Rinaldo's job is plumbing— his
L hobby is geraniums. He grows some pretty
swell ones in his spare time.
Not long ago the geraniums were attacked by
bugs, and Rinaldo was downhearted until he found
the right insecticide. He was pleased because it
worked so quickly—but he didn't know that
Du Pont chemists had labored long and patiently
to produce that formula.
It's a far cry from Rinaldo's little garden to a
thousand-acre wheat farm in South Dakota, an
orange grove in Florida, or a truck farm on
Long Island—but chemistry is providing similar
protection for growing things in every corner of
the country.
Even before insecticides are needed—soil must
be rich enough to feed the plants. Here, too, the
chemist does his part. Out of air and water he
creates valuable nitrates to replace the natural
nitrogen that nature cannot make fast enough
for modern agriculture.
In these and other ways, Du Pont chemical
research and discovery make life happier and
more secure for nearly every person in the land.
BETTER THINQS/OT BETTER LIVIHO .. .THHOUOH CHEMISTRY
PRODUCERS OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SINCE HOI




Morgantown, W. Va. (A. C. P.)—
Medical students at the University of
West Virginia refer to their cadavers
as "hicks," not, as is the almost uni-
versal custom, as "stiffs," and therein
lies a tale.
It seems that in the old days the
cadavers were entrusted upon arrival
to the one and only janitor, a cam-
pus character who spent much of his
time loitering in the class rooms.
One day he heard a professor of
Latin, who was discussing the Aeneid,
use the phrase "Hie jacet", (here he
lies)
.
Thereafter, upon the arrival of each
new cadaver, the janitor would dis-
course as follows: "Hick jacket, this
man has come to an untimely death.
The vox populi cutlcorpal cutaneous
pressed down on his advelorum and
caused his quietus."
Madison, Wis. (A. C. P.)—Specifica-
tions for yet another in the endless
list of model college youths have
been drawn up by University of Wis-
consin co-eds, and here they are:
The No. 1 gentleman friend smokes
a pipe, uses no conscious line, dances
well, drinks only in moderation,
doesn't try to get a date at the last
minute, and restrains his rampant
emotions.
Most frowned on were two rare
species: the collegiate type and the
cigar-smoker.
Columbus, O. (A. C. P.)—Modern
youth can "take it."
At least that's the verdict of promi-
nent Ohio State officials who were
asked to comment on published state-
ments of Dr. William P. Tolley, presi-
dent of Alleghany college, to the ef-
fect that young people "Can't take
It because they have never been
trained to do it."
The colleges and universities are
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4>
FRENCH MOVIE TELLS
STORY OF KIDNAPPING
Sans Famille, the French movie
which Wellesley girls attended at the
Community playhouse, Thursday, No-
vember 14, told the story of a boy
who had been kidnapped when a
baby and was restored to his mother
only after many adventures. Robert
Lynen, famed for his acting in Foil
de Carotte, took the lead in this
piece.
James Milligan, hoping to inherit
the property of his deceased brother,
had the rightful son and heir, a
baby of 18 months, kidnapped. He
discovers that his crime is in vain,
however, when he learns that his
deceased brother's wife is about to
have another baby.
The kidnapped boy is adopted by
a poor family, in whose care he
lives for 11 years, under the name
of Reml Barberin. At last his adopted
father sends him off with a wander-
ing singer, Vitalis. In the course
of his travels, he even boards the
yacht of his mother and little
brother, who do not guess Remi's
true identity.
After the death of Vitalis, R6mi
is left alone in Paris, where Driscoll,
the man who had done the kidnap-
ping for Milligan, discovers him and,
calling him his son, has him come
to England to join his supposed
brothers and sisters, who are all pick-
pockets. When the troop of them are
arrested, Remi alone allows himself
to be taken.
At last the kidnapped boy is re-
united with his mother, who discovers
her son after seeing his gold baby
bracelet on the wrist of one of his
friends. Driscoll and his family are




The Influence of Lope de Vega on
the Germanic Theatre was the sub-
ject of the lecture by Professor
Marianne Thalmann of the German
department, given on November 13,
at 4:40, in the art lecture room.
This lecture was the fourth in the
series commemorating the tercente-
nary of Lope de Vega.
Professor Thalmann said that it
would be impossible in the short time
allowed her to cover the subject in
any degree of completeness, but that
she would attempt to give a general
survey of the topic. Her purpose
would be to find the leading line of
stimulation, running from the seven-
teenth to the nineteenth century, that
was connected with Lope de Vega.
Before talking of the influence of
Lope, she defined the word "influ-
ence" as "just finger prints left as
evidence of ideas."
De Vega's influence was most
strongly felt in South Germany and
Austria. The people of this region
are responsive to color, movement and
show; the stage means everything to
them, and they received Lope de
Vega with open arms.
There were other reasons why
Spanish influence invaded this sec-
tion of the country so easily. It was
a Roman Catholic country, closely
connected to Spain by its religion;
it was the heart of the Hapsburg
empire and the aims of the Haps-
burg count were in many ways con-
nected with Spain. The Hapsburg
court was for many years the social
and political center of the country.
Play production was considered the
last touch of perfection in a young
man's education of that time. The
students were in many plays, and the
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
ANCELL WARNS U. S.
NOT TO DELAY LEAGUE
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
have to fight for her independence.
War succeeds only in setting up a
new status quo which is more un-
fair than the last. The oppressed rise
in a new war and set up another
status quo, more unjust even than
that under which they have been
suffering, and so the circle continues.
Speaking fearlessly, he declared that
if the United States goes back to her
old policy of upholding the freedom
of the seas, collective action will fail
and the United States will have to
take the responsibility.
Professor Sprague, one-time adviser
to the Bank of England and also
financial adviser to President Roose-
velt, emphasized the fact that whereas
some countries are seriously handi-
capping themselves by ceasing to
trade with Italy, the loss to the United
States would be so infinitesimal com-
pared with total United States trade
that it should not even be taken* into
account in determining our policy.
Nor would the United States profit
much from trade in the event of a
general war because the credit of
Europe has been undermined.
Christian A. Herter, for several
years head of the Foreign Policy
association, in his speech emphasized
the practical difficulties in the way
of co-operation with the League. He
demonstrated the point of view of a
large section of our population by
reading an editorial from the Boston
Post which called for freedom from
entangling alliances and upbraided
the government for discriminating
against Italy in the neutrality procla-
mation. "The public," he said, "does
not realize that we have abandoned
the freedom of the seas." He indi-
cated one obstacle In the way of
Congressional action when he stated
that fifty per cent of the posts on
important commissions are held by
Southerners, and the South is send-
ing a great deal of cotton to Italy.
Admiral Sims received an ovation
when he proffered the opinion that
the United States is morally bound
in the interest of humanity and fu-




Many colleges and universities of
the United States which benefited
from grants by Andrew Carnegie will
join in the observance of his birth-
day centenary being held by the
Carnegie libraries and the various
Carnegie trusts on November 25.
Carnegie and the Carnegie cor-
poration of New York, which he es-
tablished in 1911 to continue his
benefactions, have devoted approxi-
mately $80,000,000 to colleges and
universities. More than two hundred
American educational institutions
shared in this distribution, among
them Wellesley. In addition, Car-
negie gave more than $60,000,000 in
library constructive work. Many of
his other grants were for popular
education and scientific research.
Andrew Carnegie was born in 1835
in Dumfermline, Scotland. He ac-
cumulated during the first part of
his life one of the world's largest
fortunes, and during the last part
succeeded in giving most of it away
so that he died a comparatively poor
man. Ceremonies of the centenary
are being held in New York, Pitts-
burgh, and Washington. D. C, while
special programs will be arranged by
many Carnegie libraries.
TALKS ON PUBLIC SERVICE
The Committee on Vocational In-
formation is happy to announce a
talk on public service by Miss Over-
acker of the department of political
science. Miss Overacker spoke upon
this subject a few years ago in such
an interesting and informative man-
ner that the Committee feels very
happy at the prospect of offering
this lecture again. It is hoped that
as many as possible will go to hear
Miss Overacker, for she will speak
not only upon diplomatic work, but
upon many other aspects of public
service—a field full of interesting
possibilities.
The meeting is in Z. A. House at
4.40 on Monday. November 25. Tea
is served at 4.15.
COS CLUB ENTERTAINS MEN various fields, family case work, work
;
with children, group work in settle-
Undaunted by howling wind, pour- ments - research, publicity, and for all
ing rain, and pelting hail, thirty for- of fchem my advice is the sai"e. Start
at the bottom with an interest in
people. Take your graduate work
and know thoroughly what you are
doing, and then branch out if you
wish. If you intend to do social pub-
licity you'll have to know what you
are writing about before you can
write it, interpreting to the public."
Miss Tousley. herself, each fall
writes up the "Hundred Neediest
SOCIAL WORKER GIVES Cases" for the New Yor* Times, and
HINTS ON PROFESSION She iS nationaUv famous for her abil-
_
i
ity to explain to the layman the val-
i ue of social service work. Lecturing
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 3) | in Washington, editing the C. O. S.
Bulletin, giving seminars at Vassar—
all of them she manages to do and
still be gracious, unhurried, and as
eign students from Harvard and M.
I. T. visited the campus as the
guests of the Cosmopolitan club, on
Sunday afternoon, November 17. The
program included a Scotch enter-
tainment with bagpipes and a short
tour of Green hall and Founders.
Tea was served at Agora.
Marks in college." she grinned and
ran one tanned finger around the I 1L
,, .. . . . „
iu uu ui
|
enthusiastic as a child,blotter on her desk, "aren't the final ,™,..,. v. u , ^ ^
answer »
! Though she laughed as she an-
swered our last question, there was
We sighed in relief, and imagined
J
deeP sincerity in her voice. "If I had
we heard part of Wellesley sighing
J
^ to do over again. I'd do everything
COMMUTERS PLAN DANCE
It is to be formal, no stags will be
admitted, and refreshments are free.
With these ingredients for a success-
ful dance, the commuters, under the
direction of Doris Gilbert '36, are
preparing for their annual dance.
The dance will be held in T. Z. E.
Thanksgiving Eve. An orchestra from
Boston has been secured for the oc-
casion. It is not restricted to com-
muters, for they may invite people
who live at the college if they wish.
Admission will be one dollar, and




{Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
girls who use initials. The horrors
of deciphering poured in on us from
all sides when we mentioned this
method of shortening. One poor Eco-
nomics major, using G. S. with the
best of intentions to signify Gold
Standard, was completely baffled,
when she came to study for her quiz,
by the many references to Girl Scout!
We choose to side, then, with those
who prefer to let the pearls falling
from professors' lips fall unheeded to
the earth, rather than attempting to
catch them in compressed or adul-
terated form.




with us. "What about graduate train-
ing?" we asked. "Is it absolutely
necessary?"
The corners of Miss Tousley's eyes
crinkled into laughter, and even her
gay red smock seemed amused. "If
you're only going into social work
'until Johnny and you get a bunga-
low'—" She left the sentence unfin-
ished and suddenly sobered. "By all
means take the extra two years at
a social service school. It pays from
the future salary standpoint, and it
pays in knowing that your own ignor-
ance isn't messing up somebody else's
life. That is most important when
you are working. You have fewer
mistakes to reproach yourself with,
then."
"A few mediocre agencies take on
girls without training, and after a
year or so the girls either become
disillusioned about social service, or
want to change to another organiza-
tion and find that the experience
they've had doesn't count. It's hard
for a college girl to know what the
standards of social work are. The
best thing is to go to the profession-
al school, and learn under skilled
advice. In limited numbers, particu-
larly public agencies are still taking
on graduates from college, but when
the relief rolls shrink, the B. A.'s
without the full preparation will be
sloughed off. Volunteering?" A shrug
dismissed it. "It is an interesting
experience, but you don't get enough
concentrated work to test yourself."
Clare Tousley must have been a
mind reader. "Oh, don't tell me
that most of you girls are tired of
going to school. I know it. But the
graduate training in social service
work is like interneship at a hospital,
part study and part field work. If
you have the time and can afford it.
take a year off after college if you
want to. No harm in that. You'll be
a year older and have your feet on
the ground. But whatever else you
do, take the graduate work. The
New York school and the one at
Smith college are two of the best in
the country.
A brief pause emphasized her
words. When she went on, her con-
tagious enthusiasm made us feel that
we could go to school for the next
ten years, if necessary.
"Graduates of the professional
schools are still in demand, especially
for executive positions. In the East,
salaries begin at about $1600. While
social work and teaching run in gen-
eral quite parallel. I think that my
profession offers a wider opportun-
ity for executive positions, sooner,
and in greater numbers, because struc-
turally it is more divided. There are
twice as hard!" And you know, we
believe she would.
This is the second of a series of
"Tips from the Top" given to Eliza-
beth Sickler '37. Next week read a
Columbia professor's advice to toould-
be teachers.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST












Four terms of eleven weeks arc
given ench year. These may be taken
consecutively (graduation in three
years) or three terms may be taken
each year (graduation in four years).
The entrance requirements arc intelli-
gence, character and at least two years
of college work, including the subjects
speciGed for Grade A Medical Schools.
Catalogues and application forms may
be obtained from the Dean.
^
The Ideal Christmas Gift
ASK FOR A
Typewriter
We sell all makes
Only $3.00 down—$1 a week
From $29.50 up
Typewriter Service Shop
56 Central St. Wei. 0948
"The Shop with a Guarantee"
PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE PAPER
With your name and/or address
SIXTEEN UNUSUAL COLORS AND STYLES
FROM ONE DOLLAR
cJlLiii w\> .Wiul sUimpliM?
MERRIMADE Mr.HKixiAC Paper Co.
Since 1860
LAWRENCE, MASS.
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
Law Dean Classifies
Five Student Types
{Reprinted from "Carnegie Tarton")
Analyzing college students has be-
come a popular pastime for critics
of higher education, and with their
findings one group attacks the meth-
ods of education, and another at-
tacks the numbers being educated.
As good a classification of students
ns we've yet heard was expressed
dining on informal talk by Dean
\\ iyne Morse, of the law school, the
other evening.
Five types of students enter the
halls of learning, points out Dean
Morse. The first type includes the
student who is just plain indifferent.
He goes to college without knowing
why; his folks foot the bill. He sel-
dom questions what his professor puts
forth, though economic fears may
prompt these dispensers of learning
to withhold the obvious if it seems
a bit daring. He gets his degree
and becomes one of the millions.
The constitutional conservative falls
into the second group. He finds com-
fort in the status quo; why should
he argue and dream and plan and
strive for change? The here and
now is its own defense and justi-
fication. This group is often quite
well-versed in history or literature
but dynamic conclusions are not in
the nature of its members.
Third in the list is the hedonist,
unconsciously so, for he does not
know hedonism is a philosophy. He
knows "pleasure and pain" as the
leading motives of life, he seeks the
one and avoids the other. He it is
who gives the administration occa-
sional trouble and must be repri-
manded or sent to another environ-
ment.
Fourth group is the idealist and
crusader. He is the most forceful
of college students. He is the leader
of leagues and protest movements;
he embraces the cause of freedom
and justice. He is never at rest, and
no ideal is too impractical for his
support.
And lastly, there is the critical
realist. He is the doubter and skep-
tic, the eternal asker of questions.
He is the "why" student. He has
the courage to disagree, the energy
and mental discipline necessary for
practical affairs. He knows how to
use the intellectual tools necessary in
any directed attack on the social
problems of the day. Too often,
however, he lacks initiative, purpose,
the drive that gets things done.
ment. There seem to be no reasons
against such a measure, and it cer-
tainly seems only fair to give to a
girl who has gone through four years
o.
r
college every chance possible to re-
ceive her diploma with her class-
mates.
Of course, there are reasons against
changing the time of the general.
The main objection, it seems to me, is
the fact that all the senior work
would not have been completed by
the middle of April. But would a
month and a half of work really make
so much difference on a general
exam covering four years' work? And,
if it did, couldn't a system be devised,
without too much trouble to the pro-
fessors, whereby, during that last
week before the reading period, a se-
ries of lectures could be given to the
seniors in each major, covering brief-
ly that last month and a half and
correlating generally the whole course?
Another objection that might per-
haps be raised is this,—if the gen-
eral were given so early, the seniors
would be likely to become extremely
slack in thlr work during the rest
of April and May. But, even with
the general over, the seniors would,
under this plan, have the finals to
act as a stimulant to work. Besides,
one or two days of a natural relapse
after the general would not be nearly
so costly on April 18 and 19 as they
would be on May 30 and 31.
In view of all these arguments for
and against changing the time of the
general, isn't there some"thing that
can really and officially be done about
it? For student opinion, I believe, is
very strong on the subject. The gen-
eral examination is such a help in
correlating four years of major work
at college that it seems too bad that
it cannot be made more of a valuable
aid and less of a nerve-racking bug-
bear.
1937
M. de MESSIERES OPENS
HUGO ANNIVERSARY FETE
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
the baby Infanta toying with a rose,
all the horror, mystery, and death
within the Escurial, and suggests the
inconsequence of royal omnipotence
before such forces.
Professor de Messieres made his
audience feel all the mystery lurking
in the poem.
The festival caane to an end on a
lighter key, with Mile Malbot singing
three lyrics, Reverie, Les Trois Chan-
sons, and Serenade. Mrs. Hynson
Brown accompanied both Mile Ruet
and Mile Malbot on the piano.
FREE PRESS
Why a Bugbear?
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 4)
in preparing for it, instead of just
thinking that they will and never
doing it, as is certainly often the
case now. It is a proved fact that
a certain amount of judicious pressure
makes for better results in work. And
there are very few girls, I think, who
would not be willing to give up their
spring vacation to study for the sake
of a month and a half at the end
of college with no thoughts of the
general.
In the third place, if the general
took place earlier, the seniors would
undoubtedly be in a better frame of
mind to take their finals. It seems
almost psychologically impossible for
a student, after having gone through
the grueling strain of reading for and
taking a general, on which so much
depends, to sit down immediately and
open a notebook and begin to go
through a somewhat modified version
of it all over again. Nearly every
senior of my acquaintance said last
June, when questioned on this sub-
ject, "I don't feel as though I could
ever look at a book again. Nothing else
seems to matter now, not even finals."
This is a bad, though certainly a
natural, state of mind to acquire,
when one E in any course can keep
a senior from graduating.
In the fourth place, if the general
were changed, it would give the girls
who didn't pass it another chance to
take it before the time of commence-
THALMANN DISCUSSES
LOPE'S GERMAN HOLD
(Continued from Page 6, Col. 2)
school of dramatics became the leader
in the production of tragedies. Paul
Weidmann was one of the group of
young people who was greatly in-
fluenced by this dramatic school, and
by Lope de Vega. He imitated Lope
in writing plays, operettas, come-
dies, and tragedies.
The eighteenth century was more
and more aware of Spanish litera-
ture. A magazine of Spanish poetry
was published; many people trans-
Friendliness Marks
Pioneers In Russia
This in the Inst in a series of exclusive
nrlieles on youth movements in Europe
written for the News and the Associated
Collegiate Press by Jonathan B. Bingham,
chairman of the Yale Daily News, who has
just returned from an extensive tour of the
Co tinent on an assignment from the New
York Herald-Tribune.—Editor.
By Jonathan B. Bingham
It is extremely difficult to convey
in words an idea of the spirit of the
Russian youth movement. Although
as in Germany and Italy the move-
ment is organized from above, the
enthusiasm and friendliness of it all
is even more striking than the pro-
digious number of privileges afforded
the young people. To take but one
instance, the joie de vivre, the in-
terest in everything from fishing in
America to a Pioneer camp in Rus-
sia could not be in more striking
contrast to the harsh discipline and
militarism of a German or Italian
camp.
The Pioneer organization in Soviet
Russia is administered by the Young
Communist league, with headquar-
ters in Moscow, but the grouping is
not along military lines as in the
Fascist countries. Instead each fac-
tory or productive unit in a town
has its Pioneer group for the chil-
dren of its managers, engineers, and
workers, and the factory operates its
own Pioneer camp.
Although none of the various op-
portunities offered the young people is
restricted to Pioneers, in the camps
where the facilities are of necessity
limited, the best boys and girls only
are sent, and those are usually nearly
all Pioneers. The camps vary consid-
erably, from a simple country house,
made over for the purpose and ac-
commodating less than a hundred, to
well laid out camps for three or four
hundred with cabins and tents and
solariums and multiple shower-baths.
Besides the camps, clubs are pro-
vided for the young people, organized
for the purpose of allowing them to
follow out their interests and for
training artists and technicians.
Then, too, there are sanatoria for
the weak, theaters for children In
every city, and Pioneer stadiums,
where all sorts of sports equipment
is provided. Groups of Pioneers are
sent on excursions here and there
and thus have the privilege of travel.
Perhaps the most charming of their
activities is the group dancing, which
one sees taking place at all hours
in the parks, always with an older
boy or girl on hand to organize and
lead.
Obviously some of the institutions
that we saw, notably a magnificent
sanatorium and the club in Kharkov,
represent only the ideal, and there
are as yet probably few like them.
Yet one can not but be impressed
when the ideal is so right.
Of course, it must not be forgotten
that in every phase of their activi-
ties, the doctrines and spirit of Com-
munism are being taught the young,
and this is reflected in their unques-
tioning enthusiasm. In the words of
Comrade Muskin, chief of the Pio-
neer Seotion of the Young Communist
league and hence director of all Pio-
neer activities, "We aim to educate
and build communistic society. The
young Pioneers in their camps and
clubs are learning to forget the mean-
ing of private things. They are
Because of the difficulties arising
from counting the ballots, Wellesley
will participate only every other week.
If sufficient interest is aroused, how-
ever, perhaps some system may be
devised later to allow the voting to
take place each week.
CAPS AND FROWNS
(Contnued from Page 6, Col. 1)
full of students who are proving their
ability to weather tough going, the
Ohio State educators said. They
cited examples: a boy who works
from six to midnight every night in
an out-of-town industrial plant; a
student with no income whatever, en-
tirely dependent on a board-and-room
job (there are lots of these, and they
don't all have jobs for both board
and room) and student members of
police and fire departments.
According to Dr. B. L. Stradley, Ohio
State examiner, modern young people
aren't going to college merely to be
going. "They are coming to learn
and to improve themselves," he said.
Police discovered that a small circle
of keen philosophy students had
sworn to keep silence for the whole
day on each anniversary of Schopen-
hauer's death and to commit sui-
cide in a certain order.
A student named Avdo Srnitch was
first on the list. He killed himsea
last year. Seltbauer was third, but
"went out of turn."
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia (A. C. P.)—
Existence of a suicide club among
students of philosophy at Sarajevo,
members of which were sworn to kill
themselves each year on the anni-
versary of the passing of the Ger-
man thinker, Schopenhauer, was re-
vealed here by the death of a stu-
dent named Paul Seltbauer.
A note proved he had committed
suicide on the exact anniversary of
Schopenhauer's death 75 years ago.
New York (A. C. P.)—There may
be ghosts.
Perhaps there aren't; maybe it's all
superstition. But Dr. Alexis Carrel,
the Nobel prize biologist who has
kept a chicken's heart beating in a
bottle since 1912. says that he at least
is unwilling to deny it.
Thought transference, intuition and
clairvoyance are logically provable
phenomena, says Dr. Carrel, and may-
be, after all, there are ghosts, and
maybe little people in the trees in
the full of the moon.
The existence of telepathic phe-
nomena, as well as other metaphysic
phenomena, is not accepted by most
biologists and physicians. They are
hidden in the enormous mass of super-
stitions, lies and illusions accumulated
for centuries by mankind .... it is,
nevertheless, a fact that they are a
normal, although rare, activity of the
human being."
Only persistent laboratory experi-
mentation can tell us, Dr. Carrel be-
lieves, whether there are ghosts and
"little people in the trees," or not.
"No one can say there aren't. No
one can say anything until he can
prove it."
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lated Lope de Vega; there was a
general interest in his Philosophy.
, j^.^ ^""^ exploitation""^ any
form. Their parents and teachersMichael Leopold Enk wrote essays
about him, and his writing stimulated
generations of young writers to Span-
ish romances.
Franz Grillparzer was a student
and friend of Enk. Everything be- WELLESLEY VOTES IN
fore his time was merely a prelude
are continually picturing to them the
dark life of former times, and what
will be and must be the way."
to the interest in Spanish writings
that followed him. He disliked the
world in which he lived, and turned
to Lope, as a personification of every-
thng that he would have liked life
to be.
He was greatly Influenced by Lope's
romances, and he developed his ideas
in his diary. These ideas, as devel-
oped, show a stream of consideration
beginning to flow along the line that
"life is real; art gives what life prom-
ised, art is the consecration of na-
ture." Grillparzer concluded that
Lope de Vega would fit the German
nation better than Shakespeare.
PRESIDENTIAL POLL
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
polls on any given issue and a na-
tional referendum on the same issue
would not be more than 1 or 2 r ;
.
Questions on the program of the
Institute concern government spend-
ing for relief and recovery, the stand-
ing of the major political parties, pro-
hibition, neutrality, Republican can-
didates, and the bonus. Dr. Gallup
selects the questions for the ballots
which may be suggested by the edi-
tors of more than forty newspapers










YOU won't be able to "run around"
in sweater and skirt much longer
—
you'll need the extra warmth of a jacket
like this. It is tailored of nice, supple,
clean skins, fitting close around the
waist and neck to keep out the cold.
The fleece lining adds to its comfort and
prevents the leather from rubbing off
on your sweater or blouse. Exceptional
at 5.95.
a.
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
National Poll on Current Topics
If the national election were today, what presidential candidate
would you vote for:
Roosevelt ( ) Third Party < )
Socialist ( ) Republican ( )























Volume XVIII of the Dictionary of
American Biography renders high
praise to Helen Almira Shafer, presi-
dent of Wellesley college from 1888
until her death in 1894. The diction-
ary, published under the auspices of
the American Council of Learned
societies, gives a brief outline of Presi-
dent Shafer's life, describing her
work at Wellesley as being "intensive"
rather than extensive.
President Shafer was born in New-
ark, N. J., in 1839. She graduated from
Oberlin and, after considerable train-
ing in teaching, at length became the
United States commissioner of edu-
cation. In 1877, she won a chair of
mathematics at Wellesley. The dic-
tionary states that "in her scholarship,
as later in her administrative work,
there was a masculine strain; justice,
Integrity, intellectual vision, insight
were her outstanding qualities."
ROOSEVELT RECEIVES
STUDENT DELEGATION
(NSPA>—Directly after his Armis-
tice day speech at Arlington cemetery,
President Roosevelt received a dele-
gation of seventeen students at the
White house. Representing national
organizations and local Student-Fac-
ulty Mobilization committees, the del-
egates presented a statement inter-
preting the action of over one half
million students in this country who
participated in the Mobilization for
Peace on November 8 and 11.
President Thomas P. Neblett
read the following statement to Presi-
dent Roosevelt: "Students of America
are encouraged that you recognize our
desire for peace on Armistice day.
For seventeen years we have held this
day sacred to the memory of those
who died in the World war. Each
year, at its eleventh hour we have hon-
ored their heroic sacrifice. They who
died were dedicated to the purpose of
warring to end war. We who live owe
them perpetually a debt of dedication
to establish the peaceful world for
which they died. We therefore unite
anew on this Armistice day in the
determination to attain peace by
peaceful means.
"Today, in schools and colleges and
universities throughout our country,
the students are meeting in a "Stud-
ent Mobilization for Peace." Well
over a half million students are taking
part in this solemn dedication to
peace. This eleventh hour is both a
commemoration and a dedication. We
are not making an emotional appeal
against war. We accept as a fact that
practically everyone is now opposed to
war as an institution. Rather we seek
in our generation to act intelligently,
concertedly, emphatically for peace.
"We are taking this time for earnest
and intelligent study. The demon-
stration itself is not an end. This day
marks the beginning of an intensive
effort on the part of the young people
of America to discover the methods for
eliminating war. This day American
youth in eclipse steps out to take its
stand for peace. We stand uncom-
promisingly on the side of interna-
tional law and order. America can-
not turn aside. It is well that our
country preserve her neutrality. But
we must devote ourselves to preserv-
ing it in a spirit of sacrifice. We must
renounce the profits of war as we re-
nounce war itself.
"All nations today are bound into a
single community. Only through whole-
hearted co-operation can permanent
peace be achieved. Our own peace
and welfare and prosperity depend
upon the peace and welfare and pros-
perity of the rest of the world. Social
and economic justice cannot be at-
tained as long as war and the prep-
arations for war threaten the security




A new and unique style of radio en-
tertainment will, if found acceptable,
be presented by station WOR. Known
as the "Campus On The Air" it will
be a program prepared, directed and
presented entirely by college and uni-
versity students and recent graduates.
The radio industry as a profession
is seriously occupying the minds of
college men and women these days.
Since colleges are now providing in-
struction and preparation for radio
training, they see an opportunity to
enter that branch of the Industry for
which they feel qualified.
At one time, a few adventurers came
out of college and landed a job with
a radio station just for the thrill of
"being on the air." Some of them liked
radio, learned the business, and now
hold responsible positions. Since
there now is little time for radio ex-
ecutives to "break in" newcomers, they
must come prepared to battle with im-
portant problems and decisions from
the very first.
In the programs to be presented,
many interesting features will be
among those included. Periods of
light and classical music and song,
sport chats to be presented by well-
known campus luminaries, and a seri-
ous talk, or the use of dialogue, dram-
atic, interview, or forum methods of
discussing national affairs. Serious
sketches as well as witty and spark-
ling dramatic presentations with
scenes laid in college settings will al-
so be featured.
All of these programs will be stu-
dent-planned and student-directed.
Continuities for all programs will be
prepared entirely by students. And
only students will take part in the
programs themselves, as directors, con-
CALENDAR
Thursday. Nov. 21: 4:00 P. M. Faculty
Assembly Room. Green Hall. ACADEMIC
•4:00 P. M. Room 130. Green Hnll. Tea
At 4:80 E. Marion Roe-Cloud. '38, will
speak on "American Indian Customs .., „i
Ideas." (Christian Association.)
1 ::10 P, M. Shakespeare House. Piny
Production Class at home. Guest sponl.
-r
Mary Manning, late of the Abbey and Gnu.
Theaters, Dublin.
Subject, "The Theater of Young Ireland."
Friday, Nov. 22: »8:16 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Crocker will lend.
8:80-5:80 P. M. Geology Building. Ex-
hibitfon of minerals and fossils. Any mem-
bers of the college who are interested will
be welcome. (Department of Geology and
Geography.
)
Saturday, Nov. 23: '8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Dean Coolidgc will lead.
Sunday. Nov. 24: '11:00 A. M. Memorin)
Chapel. Preacher. Rev. Oscar E. Maun-r,
Center Church. New Haven. Conn.
•7:45 P. M. Alumnae Hall. Reading
from the Old and New Testaments by Mrs.
Edith Wynne Mntthison Kennedy. well
known for her acting in Greek nnd Sha
pcarcan dramas. Music by Howard Hitl-
ers nnd Yves Chardon, department of
Music. (Departments of Biblical History
and of Spo'ch. I
Monday, Nov. 25: •8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Mrs. Ewing will lead.
* I : 10 P. M. Zctn Alpha House. Miss
Louise Oyerackcr, department of Hi
and Political Science, will lecture. Sub-
ject. "Diplomatic Work nnd Public Service
nt Home and Abroad." Tea will be served
at 4:16. (Personnel Bureau.)
Tuesday, Nov. 26: *8:ir> A. M. Morning
Chapel. Dean iKnapp will lead.
•7:30 P. M. Room 200. Sage Hall. Miss
Helen I. Davis will give an illustrated lec-
ture on "The Gardens of Japan." (De-
partment of Botany.)
Wednesday, Nov. 27: »8:1B A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Howard will lead.
NOTES: 'French Corridor. Second Floor,
Founders Hall. Through Snturdny, Nov. 23
loan exhibition of Victor Hugo autograph .
•Wellesley College Art Museum. Begin-
ning Nov. 20. exhibition of Japanese color
prints, the gift of Miss Cnndace C. Stimaon,
•Wellesley College Library. South Hall.
Exhibition in commemoration of lour hun-
dred yenr.s ol the printed English Bible
11535-10351.
North Hall. Exhibition from the Plimp-
ton Collection illustrating the evolution ol
the bookplate. Also, modern bookplates.
•Open to the public.
tinuity writers, speakers, musicians, or
actors.
Oscar Kavee, a former student at
Columbia university, will be in charge
of the program. Communications re-
garding the program should be ad-
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